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2nd May 1998 saw the end of the
Second Wizarding War a war that was
largely covered up by the British and
clandestined magical governments. Just
like the first, the second wizarding war
left many citizens of Great Britain dead
or missing; swathes of destruction
across the country with no reason for
the reconstruction.

Lord Voldemort did not stop at
creating seven horcruxes, instead
creating several more in an attempt to
save his own skin.When the reigning M
became aware of the spectre she offered
the former dark lord a body (with a
nose and all) in exchange for working
for them as a means to counteract this
secret nation state within Great Britain.

2002, James Bond VI infiltrates a
North Korean military base in an
attempt to investigate illegal weapons
smuggling. Instead his cover is blown
and he imprisoned. Held captive and
tortured for 14 months, until the fateful
day he is traded back to the British in a
prisoner exchange.

2010 was the year of what would
later be called The Rising; this was an
event where thousands of deceased were
re-animated into rabid, brain eating
zombies.

An apocalypse was staved off with
the help of armed militia. By 2013 a
scientific solution had been discovered

which returned consciousness back to
the undead. Those surviving undead
were rounded up, given this miracle
solution and returned to their homes,
wearing makeup and contact lenses in
an attempt to fit in and avoid anti-rotter
prejudice.

Meanwhile, during this epidemic the
reigning M passed. Resulting, in the
former Lord Voldemort stepping into
the role.

Fast forward twenty years to 2018, a
retired James Bond VI learns of the
terrorist past of the current Head of
MI6. He personally reinstates his 00
status and vows revenge on the usurper.
He contacts Lisbeth Salander,
convincing her to join his cause, for the
lives the dark lord had ruined.

They plan to rob the dark lord of his
assets, giving it to the families who were
directly affected by his regime, and to
humiliate and torture the seemingly
immortal being.

Their plan starts with an attack on
James Bond VII who is being exchanged
for a Latverian spy in a prisoner
exchange. With the use of wildfire
sourced from a criminal syndicate they
start their plan off with a bang.

THE SPINE
In Mission the agents will meet with M
and shown footage of the extraordinary
green explosion that killed James Bond
VII and the Latverian prisoner.

The agents may inspect the wreckage
of the small jet, following up the
explosive lead with their criminal
connections (Merchant), or chasing the
person of interest who refueled the jet
(Mercenary).

Following through on leads in
Merchant and Mercenary the agents are
led to an apartment in Belfast. Here in
Murmur they chase down Lisbeth as well
as diffuse a trap set in her apartment.

With the information they glean
from Lisbeth and her apartment, the
agents are led back to London and
Vauxhall Cross to stop James Bond VI
revenge plot in the finale, Ma'am.

SAFETY TOOLS
This adventure is intended to be run and
played as a one shot with people from a
variety of backgrounds. Everyone’s goal
at the table is to have fun, so make sure
to give them the tools to be comfortable
and to remain so.

The following tools are my suggested
for play:

EYES ONLY BRIEFING

Alan Moore began the League of Extraordinary Gentlemen as a Justice League for
Victorian England but became a nostalgia lens. Showing us the rawer, darker context of
literary sources as well as deconstructing these characters.This mission is a dive into the
nostalgia of the past twenty years and the modern take of the reboot and adaptation.

THEM THAT DIE
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SCENETYPE: Introductory

LEAD-OUTS: Mercenary, Merchant

Located at Vauxhall Cross London, with
its deep emerald glass and ochre granite
looking like some Babylonian ziggurat
rising from the Thames, is the
SIS building.

The agents were invited by M to join
him in his chambers, which is an
opulently panelled with dark mahogany,
behind his own matching desk is a large
portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. M stands
behind his desk in a finely tailored blue
suit his fingertips splayed across

the desk.
The portrait of the Queen dissolves

into video footage of a small private jet.
It shows a prisoner exchange taking
place between Britain and Latveria. A
man identified as British special agent
James Bond VII deplanes as the
Latverian prisoner, Lucia von Bardas
prepares to board the same aircraft. It is
at that moment that there is a bright
flash before the image is lost, it
eventually returns slighlyt askew
showing a blazing green fire.

What was considered to be a secret
operation is now literally in flames.

It is evident to all with Tradecraft
that there is a mole within the secret
service.They know that past mole hunts
have threatened to tear apart
intelligence agencies. Those with
History will know the jilted history of
Latveria andWestern Europe.

THE MERCENARY
Philip Mailer was in army aviation
before his death. He rose from the dead
like many others during the Rising and
would subsequently receive the serum
that would return his consciousness. He

•Lines and Veils: are a handy tools
that outline the boundaries of play.
Where lines are never to be crossed
and will never be introduced into
play. And veils are content that
players are okay with in the game but
don’t want to spotlight. This content
is never explained in graphic detail
and often result in ‘fade to black’.
More information can be found at
https://rpg.stackexchange.com/que
stions/30906/what-do-the-terms-
lines-and-veils-mean
•The X-Card: TTRPGs can be quite
improvisational and as a result,
problematic content that is not
covered in Lines and Veils come up.
The X-card is a physical card in reach
of all players (including the Director)
and should someone feel
uncomfortable at anytime, they can
tap the X-card. The GM or other
players will then change the content,
dial it back or skip the scene. For
more on the X-card see
http://tinyurl.com/x-card-rpg
•Largo: there might be elements of
PVP in the game or at least tension
that might build between characters.
In the even that this tension needs to
be toned back, this is when Largo
can be used. Largo is called by a
player and the other player(s) then
lower the volume, or otherwise
lower the intensity of the scene. No
one asks for an explanation or
comments. Play can then continue at
lessened intensity.
•Open Door: Remind players that a
player may take a break and leave the
game at any time, for any reason and
will not be judged for doing so.

CONTENT WARNING
In this adventure there is some content
that is worth flagging:

At the end of the adventure there are
details involving the results of a torture
scene.Tone these back where necessary.

In this adventure there is a minority
that suffer from a fantasy condition
called Partially Deceased Syndrome.
Within the narrative this minority are
pejoratively referred to as Rotters. If
you would like to rule out fantastical
bigotry, the use of the pejorative can be
easily abandoned. Nonetheless this
minority group is considered to be
systematically oppressed.

Spoilers
Though some of these franchises have
been around for decades now. There
will be spoilers in the text of this
document and will likely come out in
play.The aforementioned Lines and Veils
tool can be utlised to specify any
franchise spoilers to avoid.

THE AGENTS
The default assumption is that M has
assembled the league from existing or
previous members of the League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen (LoEG). Each
of the members have interacted in the
past 20 years.

Though an attack on british soil the
involvement of a foreign national makes
it MI6’s business. The bizarre nature of
the attack is the reason why the LoEG
has been assembled. Each agent will find

they have one drive that links them to
the service.

Each of the agents have been assigned
a Drive. Drives are intended to prompt
the player into action, putting their
character into harm’s way to fulfill their
Drive. Each agent has a question prompt
for each of their Drives, take some time
to run through these.

•Lara Croft:You have a clear sense of
right and wrong but it is often
clouded by your ambition to be as
great an archaeologist as your dead
father. What concessions do you
make?
•Evey Hammonds: You are
ideologically opposed to the Crown
which positions you as an enemy of
the state. What has the Crown
offered you (or what dirt do they
have on you) to work for them?
•Draco Malfoy: Your family comes
from an ancient line of sorcerers but
in recent memory sided with a
supremacist. How do you plan to
redeem your house?
•Sherlock Holmes: You crave
stimulus. If you are not stimulated
intellectually, you take risks and self
medicate. How does this affect
others around you?
•The Doctor:You are a cosmic hobo.
You could spend your time and
energy anywhere in time and space.
Why do you constantly return to and
defend Earth?
It has been some time since these

members of the LoEG have seen each
other, during character introductions
ask each player how their character has
changed since we’ve last seen them in
their original fandom.

MISSION

https://rpg.stackexchange.com/questions/30906/what-do-the-terms-lines-and-veils-mean
http://tinyurl.com/x-card-rpg
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MISSION

would then try to return to normal life
but his family had moved on and he was
ostracised for being undead.

He now lives in Thamesmead in one
of the housing estates, he was contacted
anonymously by Lisbeth, instructions
and a package were later delivered. The
package included hi-vis coveralls, an
agitation security identification card and
a canister of fluorescent green wildfire.
His instructions; to mix it into the fuel
for the jet during refuel.

[Core Clue] The explosion originated
from the engines as the wildfire/avgas
mixture is ignited during combustion.

•Criminology, Military Science
reveals the use of explosives in
recent criminal element (Fowl
Criminal Empire) or military
occupations.
•Slowing down the video and
enhancing the image with
Photography shows the explosion
first igniting in the engines.
•Experience with Explosives or
Pilot suggests that though ignition
began in the engine the explosive
would have been inside the fuel.
Likely deposited during refuelling.

[Core Clue] Delving further into the
closed circuit footage to find the person
of interest.

•Enhancing the video with
Photography or simply Notice
reveals the person of interest seen
tampering with the fuel tanker
before casually leaving the scene.

Tracking the individual down leading to
the next scene Mercenary, could be
achieved in any number of
ways including:

•A combination of Photography
and a Research 1 point spend (or
even Network) can turn up a name
and address.

•Using London’s extensive big
brother network of cameras together
with Traffic Analysis (or even
Network) an agent can track the
individual from the airport to their
abode.
•The person of interest suffers from
partially deceased syndrome, this is
noticeable from contact lenses and
the makeup they wear. Human
Terrain notices the quirks while
Pharmacy could be used to track
down where he gets his serum.

[Core Clue] The emerald green
explosion sets it apart from
conventional explosives, pointing the
agents towards the destructive wildfire.

•Using Chemistry or Fringe
Science on samples from the
physical wreckage reveal that the
composition is volatile.
•History recalls similar concoction
used in the past like Greek Fire.
Occult recognises the fire for what
it is; wildfire. A 1 point spend reveals
that it can only be made by skilled
alchemists and that not many
remain.
•A Network connection to the
criminal underworld who knows of
the Fowl Criminal Empire’s
operations leading them to a sports
club called the Golden HInd in
Belfast and the Merchant scene.

The death of the Latverian spy and
Victor Von Doom’s response has put a
lot of political pressure on the UK and
MI6 to find answers. The agents may
suspect Latverian interference. Allow
the agents to investigate this line of
thinking perhaps using Network but
ensure that it is explicit that the
Latverians had nothing to do with this
attack.

LATVERIA
Latveria is a small double landlocked
country in Eastern Europe under the
shadow of the Carpathians. The capital
Doomstadt is named after its ruler
Victor von Doom.

Its primary sector is in agriculture
and its secondary sector has diversified
into electronics manufacturing.

Doom’s style of rule can be
described as absolute monarchy and he
boasts that the country is free from
poverty, famine and disease. Though
honourable at times von Doom is vain
and does not shirk away from cruelty.

LUCIA VON BARDAS
A Latverian expatriate, Lucia taught at
the University of North Carolina
before joining the faculty of history at
the University of Cambridge. She was a
popular commentator on Eastern
European literature and media.This was
until she was outed as a foreign spy and
detained.

Unknown to most, portions of
Lucia’s body had been replaced by
Doomtech robotic prosthetics
following an ‘accident’. These
prosthetics will be evident when
investigating her corpse during the
investigation.
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SCENETYPE:Alternate, Interrogation

LEAD-IN: Mission

LEAD-OUTS: Murmur, Merchant

Mailer’s abode is located near
Southmere Lake in Thamesmead, South
East London. Thamesmead is a vast
housing estate, the buildings hailed as
futuristic with vast networks of elevated
walkways connecting these cubist-
brutalist-modernist buildings. These
elevated living spaces proved to leave
the ground level open, abandoned and
dark. The door to Philip’s apartment is
emblazoned with the word ‘Rotter’ in
spray paint.

Those agents with Human Terrain
consider the area a ‘sink estate’, a
housing estate characterised by high
levels of economic and social
deprivation. Correlating with higher
rates of crime and anti-social behaviour.

Mailer returned to his home
following his mission having stopped
taking the serum he sits in his armchair
waiting to lapse back into his
‘condition’.

When the agents enter Mailer’s
apartment they see him sitting in his
armchair back to the door watching
television. A Sense Trouble roll will
notice the makeup removal and the
serum prescriptions in the waste bin.
He has reverted back to the base nature
of a ‘zombie’.

If the agents draw too close he will
attack in an attempt to eat their flesh.
The serum in the waste bin can be used
by anyone with Medic with the aid of
Fighting to return him back to
consciousness.

If Mailer is dispatched then the only
thing tying him to Lisbeth is his
smartphone.

•[Core Clue] Data Recovery going
through Mailer’s burner smartphone
you are certain that Phillip’s contact
is located in Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
•Evidence Collection on the
package artifacts reveals fingerprints
and with some Research leads the
agents to the Syndicate in Belfast.

If Mailer is returned to human level
consciousness with the serum, he may
be questioned as well as the above being
discovered.

•Mailer does not explicitly know
who contacted him but Bullshit
Detector gives you the impression
that he suspects more.
•Mailer is deeply loyal to the cause.
The cause is for justice and answers,
about murders and disappearances
during the mid to late 90s. It will
take some Negotiation or a 1 point
Interrogation spend.
•His memories revolving around his
death are mixed up in a stream of
fragmented memories from his
zombie years. Shrink could be used

to determine his last memories
before dying were at the hands of a
killing curse towards the end of the
SecondWizardingWar.
•Mailer could be convinced to help
the agents with a 1-point
Reassurance spend.

PARTIALLY DECEASED SYNDROME
Pejoratively referred to as ‘rotters’,
people with partially deceased
syndrome (PDS) who had come back
from the dead during The Rising.
During this time they could be best
described as a zombie hoard needing
to fulfil their base desire to consume
flesh. PDS is not contagious.

Medication now allows those with
PDS to retain their consciousness but
return to the mindless zombie if they
do not continue to take their
medications.

The partially deceased will have the
abilities and modifiers of a standard
zombie (NBA pg. 154) without
infection.

Those medicated PDS will retain
their consciousness and will gain the
benefits of the zombie as well as retain
their abilities from when they were
alive.

MERCENARY MERCHANT
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SCENETYPE:Alternate, Intrusion

LEAD-IN: Mission, Mercenary

LEAD-OUTS: Murmur

Through the agents’ contact they are
lead to a sports club in inner city Belfast
called the Golden Hind. This yellow-
brown bricked establishment is home to
the Fowl criminal syndicate in Belfast.
The pub sports a bar, pool tables and a
lonely poker machine. But upstairs they
keep the books of transactions and
product they have pushed.

The Fowl Criminal Empire has been
branching their business out to into the
clandestineWizarding world.

•OPENLY: The establishment entry is
manned by muscle (Jimmy), he
stands out front smoking in a sports
jacket.With a reasonable Cover and
Streetwise the agents could get
themselves a meeting with Artemis
Fowl Jnr, a consultant criminal.
•COVERTLY: Architecture or Urban
Survival can map out the general
layout of this type of building
reducing any rolls to remain
undetected when intruding.This may
also require the use of some
Infiltration.

Inside the clubhouse sit Ken and Ray
hitmen for the syndicate having a couple
of brews and bickering between
themselves.

Ken and Ray
GENERAL ABILITIES: Athletics 5,
Explosive Devices 4, Shooting 8,
Weapons 6
HITTHRESHOLD: +3
ALERTNESS MODIFIER: +1
STEALTH MODIFIER: +1
WEAPON MODS: Glock 0, fists -2, pool
cue -1

Finding their way to the main
officeupstairstake an opportunity to
look through the paperwork.
Accounting or Cryptography sorts
through the books and paperwork
which will reveal the individual who
made the wildfire purchase. This is
Lisbeth Salander using the nom de
guerre; Wasp. The books also give an
address [Core Clue] leading to the
Murmur scene.

Alternatively, the same information
can also be pried out of the Artemis
Fowl Junior or one of the other lackeys
using appropriate personal investigative
skills

Atermis Fowl Junior
Artemis following his last will and
testament left his estate to the rest of his
family. He is a facsimile of his past self
and is rediscovering himself in his work.
That being a consulting criminal for the
Fowl Criminal Syndicate in Belfast.

Artemis is an environmentalist and
technolibertarian, aiming criminal
dealings against those who ‘deserve it’.

He will not simply give up his
contact and will try to fast talk his way
out of the situation through his analysing
capability and extensive vocab. He is not
an athletic person and if threatened will
try to buy enough for backup to arrive.

INVESTIGATIVE ABILITIES: Accounting,
Criminology, Data Recovery, Human
Terrain, Law
GENERAL ABILITIES: Cover 6, Digital
Intrusion 6, Network 6
ALERTNES MODIFIER: +1

THE BLOWBACK
As the agents poke around following
leads revolving around the attack on
the prisoner exchange, Lisbeth may
take notice of the agents attempts to
track her digitally. Doing anything
digitally requires a Digital Intrusion
contest.

Failure resulting in Lisbeth hacking
into the agents’ digital hardware. Giving
her the ability to freeze the agents
assets and spy on their moves.

Successfully countering Lisbeth's
hacking attempts they gain her IP and
location in Belfast.

MERCENARY MERCHANT
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SCENETYPE:Twist, Chase

LEAD-IN: Mercenary, Merchant

LEAD-OUTS: Ma'am

Either by means of hacking or
interrogation the agents find themselves
at a block of flats Fitzroy Avenue in
Belfast South. It is a three storey, red
bricked, box of a building, circled by a
thigh height brick fence.The second and
third floor apartments each have a small
balcony. The building comprises of 24
apartments. Two hallways each service
12 of the apartments with staircases and
landings spiralling up to the third floor.
Each of the halls have door way to the
street front and another to the line of
garages in the back.

Lisbeth is renting a second floor
apartment with a view of the rear. She
keeps a motorcycle in one of the garages
for a quick escape. She has blocked out
the windows with paper. Much of the
apartment is unfurnished accept for an
elaborate computer setup in the lounge-
kitchenette. Photography,
Electrical Surveillance or Research
can be used to narrow down which
apartment is hers. Lisbeth has some
cameras set up to monitor external
activity. A Tradecraft or Electronic

Surveillance will alert the the agents
to the fact.

If she notices their approach or
expecting the agents she will trip the
fire alarms of the apartment, start the
counter of the explosive in her room
and attempt to flee on her motorcycle.
A successful Sense Trouble will alert
the agents to something going on in the
apartment.

Here the agents can pursue Lisbeth,
stop the bomb or both. Both avenues
can be treated as a separate chase.

THE FLAT: Getting to Lisbeth’s flat will be
slowed simply due to the fact that other
occupants are attempting to leave the
premises due to the fire alarms. Once
through the front door of the
apartment. The agents will have limited
time to either extract as much
information out of the hard drives or
disarming the ticking time bomb wired
to the computer. Each skill check
should be made with a static difficulty
with any exceedances/losses moving
the chase track. The bomb’s Lead starts
at 4 (6 if the agents decide to go after
Lisbeth first), if the Lead reaches 10 the
bomb will go off in a brilliant green
plume, if the bomb is defused then they
succeed in extracting the data. If an
Investigation skill is used in lieu of a
General skill the track ticks up one.

•A Difficulty 6 Digital Intrusion
test will be required to access
Lisbeth's computer.
•With access to Lisbeth’s computer,
those with Accounting will find
that Lisbeth has been funnelling
money from a Riddle trust fund to a
number of families around the UK.
Each of these families had been
affected by the first or second
wizarding war.
•[Core Clue] On the hard drive you
find maps of the SIS Headquarters,
but particular interest what appears
to be 18th century tunnels, including
plans of the London Underground
and other infrastructure surrounding
these tunnels. Architecture or
Urban Survival will notice that
this location is accessible from the
SIS Headquarters. Military
Science or Tradecraft identify that

this series of tunnels is a command
bunker and that if the SIS HQ were
to be compromised, high command
would be moved to this location.
•Looking around the lounge area the
agents spot a conspiracy wall. Closer
inspection reveals a picture with M
with strings that tie him to photos of
individuals that were murdered or
went missing in the mid-late 90s and
the late 70s (during the first and
second wizarding war). A final string
that links him to a peculiar moving
photo from presumably a newspaper
depicting a skull with a snake
slithering from the mouth to the eye
socket, knowledge of the Occult
reveals that this is the dark mark,
which is closely associated with the
Death Eaters.

THE CHASE: Lisbeth will make a dash for
her motorcycle. Once on her bike she
will take to the streets. If the agents
manage to disable the motorcycle she
will take off on foot, using parkour
where she can. Lisbeth’s lead starts at 4
(6 if the agents decide to all head to the
flat first), if the Lead reaches 10 she will
get away, if the Lead reaches 0 consider
her captured. Once the Lead hits 2 she
will cease running and utilise hand to
hand combat.
Once the agents have apprehended
Lisbeth Salander she can be questioned:

•She is a member of the Hacker
Republic (not unlike Anonymous),
she is considered to be a vigilante of
sorts. Though she is being paid for
the job she considers it justice. The
money hacked from the Riddle estate
has already been transferred to the
victims. Flattery or Streetwise can
be used to glean just who this Riddle
character is and how it relates to M.
•[Core Clue] She knows the identity
of the mole, who hired her. He was
not secretive about his name, James
Bond (Pierce Brosnan). There’s a
conspiracy within MI6 and he is on a
mission to rectify it. She knows
Voldemort (Tom Riddle) is now M
and that the next step in Bond’s plan
is to ‘remove’ M from his position
with the help of some trained PDS.

MURMUR

THE WASP
Her name is Lisbeth Salander, short
with wiry muscles her tell-tale dragon
tattoo is covered by black motorcycle
leathers, and her short black hair and
piercings are hidden by a helmet. Her
english is impeccable with only a hint of
a swedish accent.
General Abilities: Athletics 6, Digital

Intrusion 10, Driving 4, Hand-to-
Hand 5, Health 6, Shooting 4

HitThreshold: 3
Alertness Modifier: +2
Stealth Modifier: +1
Damage Modifier: Fist (-2), Pepper

Spray (NBA pg. 81), Pistol (+0)
Lisbeth is a pragmatic fighter, if
threatened she will take extreme force
to even the playing field before ramping
it down.

MA'AM
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MURMUR
•Interrogation reveals that there is
even more wildfire ready to be used
at Bond’s disgrection. He plans to
attack SIS HQ and move on
M!Voldemort once he relocates to
the secret headquarters. If
interrogated she reveals that she has
left a dead drop with Hacker
Republic in the event of her death
dead drop, with all information
regarding Voldemort and M and the
UK being influenced by a ‘foreign’

power.
•Performing a Difficulty 6 Digital
Intrusion on Lisbeth’s smartphone
and secure messaging application
reveals Phillip and other people
affected by Voldemort’s rise to
power that will make a move against
SIS HQ.

In the event that both chase sequences
result in the bomb in Lisbeth’s
apartment going off. Once the fire and
the dust settles. A Data Retrieval with

specialised equipment, can retrieve any
information stored on the hard-drive.
Providing the Core Clue regarding the
bunker mentioned above.

MA'AM
SCENETYPE: Final Reveal, Encounter

LEAD-IN: Murmur

Bond and his ragtag group of PDS
mercenaries have stormed the SIS
Headquarters. By the time the agents
arrive at HQ, the upper reaches of the
building are being consumed by green
flames. During the commotion M was
moved to a facility deep in the bowels of
the SIS Headquarters. This is where
Bond struck. Breaking his hands and
gagging him; disabling M!Voldemort’s
ability to use magic.

Bond is not here to kill M!Voldemort
(he is completely aware of his
immortality situation), he is here simply
for revenge. A ‘foreign’ terrorist
usurping the position of M is dishonour
upon the Crown.

The Facility
The facility is a command bunker, it is
made up of a collection of tunnels
dating back as far as the 18th century,
Winston Churchill used the facility as a
bunker during World War II and by
INGSOC during the early ColdWar era.

Access to the bunker is achieved
through the London Underground at
the long abandoned Vauxhall Cross tube
station and entering through a curved
entrance large enough to fit two Aston
Martins abreast.

An air pump draws air from the
outside through a substation on the
street. Locating the substation the
agents may enter through the ventilation
system bypassing the airlock straight
into the guts of the Facility.

Due to its history it is a hodgepodge
time capsule of the 20th century.

Technology and hardware ranges from
cathode ray tube to liquid-crystal
display screens. The facility sports its
own interrogation rooms, firing range
and Q branch laboratory.

James Bond
The sixth to use the 007 title and nom
de guerre, Bond had taken upon himself
to cut the serpentine conspiracy at the
head. For him this is personal, not
because he has lost anyone but this
terrorist from a foreign power has
usurped her Majesty’s secret service.

Bond is deathly aware of
M!Voldemort’s capabilities and has
taken precautions to incapacitate him
and disable his spell casting abilities.
Depending on the tone of your game
this may involve gagging and finger
breaking or full amputation. This is the
state they find M!Voldemort in bound
and physically broken.

007
The definition of debonair, confident,
stylish, and charming, he’s a relic of the
Cold War, where sly sexual innuendo
fits as well as his expensive tailored
suit.
General Abilities:Athletics 6, Driving

6, Hand-to-Hand 6, Health 10,
Preparation 8, Shooting 8

HitThreshold: 3
Alertness Modifier: +2
Stealth Modifier: +3
Damage Modifier: Fist (-2), Golden
Gun (+2), Pistol (+0)
This Bond uses his wits and wiles,
preferring to throw down covering
firing while utilising his plethora of
handy Q-section gadgets.
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punish and dehumanise the enemy. Bond
is completely aware that he cannot kill
M!Voldemort and is using torture to
exact revenge.

Supporting Forces
Bond has brought a squad of men and
women in service who still remember
the dark times during the 90s, the
disappearances and the gruesome
deaths. These are the bulldog
investigators that couldn’t let the cases
go; they are specialist firearm officers
who lost compatriots only to have their
memories magically erased. These loyal
forces all returned during the rising
with PDS.

Use the stats for Police (NBA pg. 69)
combined with those of the Partially
Deceased.

After his entry Bond left a number of
guards at the outside of the airlock. A
small squad loiter around the bullpen
which leads to the Q section laboratory.

Final Act
When the agents find Bond he will
exposit his rationale. Either via
villainous monologue or tit for tat
snipes during combat. He did it because
MI6 had been penetrated by an enemy
of the crown.

Bond will oppose the agents if they if
they get in his way. He will initially
resort to a fire fight using the golden
gun and other gadgets at his disposal;

resorting only to brawling once engaged
in close combat. He will only back
down once dropped below 0 Health.

If the agents align themselves with
Bond in disposing of M!Voldemort
(making some Interpersonal point
spends along the way) then there is a
possibility of avoiding combat.

If M!Voldemort is given a wand or
manages to get his hands on one, he will
restore himself before dispatching Bond
with a killing curse. The agents may
need to convince M!Voldemort that
their lives and memories should be
spared. They have seen and heard too
much.

Aftermath
The outcome of the events is ultimately
up to the Director; inspired by how the
agents resolve a number of the key
outcomes of the mission:

•Voldemort is essentially a defected
terrorist. Do they allow Voldemort
to retain their position at MI6 as M?
If not, what do they do with him?
•Bond has actively acted against the
United Kingdom and through his
actions has increased tensions with
Latveria. What will the agents do
with this rogue agent?
•What do the agents do with the
information regarding this secret
wizarding Britain? Do they expose
it?

One thing is for certain; the events that
have transpired will shape events
to come.

Hooks
The use of magical wildfire has broken
the unspoken agreement that the
unseelie and mundane do not interfere
with each others affairs.

•Deed Most Fowl: Artemis Fowl
Junior is a consulting criminal
sourcing the wildfire from one of
their magical sources.The alchemical
fire is extremely volatile and as a
consequence is dangerous to produce
and transport. The crown is both
interested in its production and if
they can’t have it then neither should
anyone else.
•The Veil: A murder is commited
and the body is found laying across
the threshold between the mundane
and the unseen world. The
investigation will require
coordination between the two
jurisdiction or the use of a
specialised task force.

Due to the nature of the assassination
during the prisoner exchange, it is hard
for the UK and Latveria to come to
quiet agreement over the affair. The
tenuous relationship between the UK
and its eastern partner, Latveria may
have been severed.

•Atomic Brunette: During the
autopsy, robotic prosthetics were
discovered on Lucia. Hidden within
her prosthetic arm was a USB
containing a list of intelligence
agents operating across Europe and
beyond the veil.The existence of this
list attracts the attention of agencies
everywhere.
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Accounting
Archaeology
Architecture
Criminology
Diagnosis
History
HumanTerrain
Languages
Language 1
Language 2
Language 3
Law
Military Science
Occult Studies
Research
Weird Science

Bullshit Detector
Bureaucracy
CopTalk
Flattery
Flirting
High Society
Interrogation
Intimidation
Negotiation
Reassurance
Streetwise
Tradecraft

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

Astronomy
Chemistry
Cryptography
Data Retrieval
Electronic Suveillance
Forensic Pathology
Forgery
Specialisation 1
Specialisation 2
Notice
Outdoor Survival
Pharmacy
Photography
Traffic Analysis
Urban Survival
Locale 1
Locale 2

1

2
1
2
2

1

1

1
1
1

Athletics
Conceal
Cover
Digital Intrusion
Disguise
Driving
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Explosive Devices
Filch
Gambling
Hand-to-Hand
Infiltration
Mechanics
Medic
Network
Piloting
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Preparedness
SenseTrouble
Shooting
Shrink
Surveillance
Weapons

2
2
2

4
8

8
4
5
5
2
2

8

2
4
4

7

Covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons/Armour/Gear mod
•Knives -1
•
•
•
•
•

Hit Threshold [ 4 ]

Special
MOS (AUTOSUCCESS 1/GAME):Weapons
Bigger Bang:You have learned how to
cook explosives from the best.You can
spend 3 points to gain an extra die for
explosive damage.
Parkour!: Once per foot chase, gain 3
point Athletics refresh with an evocative
description.
Quincy Morris' Knife:You are deadly
with a knife and can throw a balanced
hand weapon at no penalty.

DEscription:
As a teenager you were rescued by the anarchist and
terrorist;V. He imprisoned and tortured you in the
same manner in which he was.With the death of V,
you took up his mantle, donning the iconic Guy
Fawks mask.
Your hacking abilities pale in comparison to your
experience with explosives, your role on the team is
Bang and Burner:You blow things up.
Your position as a wanted terrorist leaves you with
No Where Else to Go.

EVEY HAMMOND
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Accounting
Archaeology
Architecture
Criminology
Diagnosis
History
HumanTerrain
Languages
Language 1
Language 2
Language 3
Law
Military Science
Occult Studies
Research
Weird Science

Bullshit Detector
Bureaucracy
CopTalk
Flattery
Flirting
High Society
Interrogation
Intimidation
Negotiation
Reassurance
Streetwise
Tradecraft

1
1

2
2
2

1
2

1

Astronomy
Chemistry
Cryptography
Data Retrieval
Electronic Suveillance
Forensic Pathology
Forgery
Specialisation 1
Specialisation 2
Notice
Outdoor Survival
Pharmacy
Photography
Traffic Analysis
Urban Survival
Locale 1
Locale 2

2

1

1

1

2
1

1
1

1

1

Athletics
Conceal
Cover
Digital Intrusion
Disguise
Driving
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Explosive Devices
Filch
Gambling
Hand-to-Hand
Infiltration
Mechanics
Medic
Network
Piloting
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Preparedness
SenseTrouble
Spell Slinging
Shrink
Surveillance
Weapons

8
4
8

5
2

2
3
2
4

4
7

Special
MOS (AUTOSUCCESS 1/GAME): Disguise
Idiosyncratic Magic: You have been
raised and tutored in the art of magic.
Limited to the number of times equal to
Occult rating per session; you may
exchange 2 Stability pool points for 1
pool point from another Ability. The
exchange can happen after the die roll.
In the Nick of Time: You can
retroactively have prepared a specific
timely action.
Perfect Holdout: Due to a magically
concealed pouch you are able to hide a
small item that cannot be detected
short of an x-ray or strip search.

DEscription:
You are a citizen of a clandestine magical society,
living amongst the British in secrecy.Twenty years ago
you joined the ranks of the Death Eaters, magical
supremacists who took their orders from a fascist by
the name of Voldemort. You are a scion from an
ancient affluent wizarding bloodline, your role on the
team is Bagman:You handle the money.
Your family name has been involved in some
reprehensible acts and you are looking for
Atonement.

EVEY HAMMOND dRACO MALFOY

Covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons/Armour/Gear mod
•Wand 0
•
•
•
•
•

Hit Threshold [ 3 ]
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Accounting
Archaeology
Architecture
Criminology
Diagnosis
History
HumanTerrain
Languages
Language 1
Language 2
Language 3
Law
Military Science
Occult Studies
Research
Weird Science

Bullshit Detector
Bureaucracy
CopTalk
Flattery
Flirting
High Society
Interrogation
Intimidation
Negotiation
Reassurance
Streetwise
Tradecraft

1

2

1
1
1
1
2
1

Astronomy
Chemistry
Cryptography
Data Retrieval
Electronic Suveillance
Forensic Pathology
Forgery
Specialisation 1
Specialisation 2
Notice
Outdoor Survival
Pharmacy
Photography
Traffic Analysis
Urban Survival
Locale 1
Locale 2

1

1
1

2

1
1

1

1
1

2

1

1

Athletics
Conceal
Cover
Disguise
Digital Intrusion
Driving
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Explosive Devices
Filch
Gambling
Hand-to-Hand
Infiltration
Mechanics
Medic
Network
Piloting
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Preparedness
SenseTrouble
Shooting
Shrink
Surveillance
Weapons

4

2

4
2
5
4

8

4

2
8
8
4
7
4

Covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons/Armour/Gear mod
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hit Threshold [ 3 ]

Special
MOS (AUTOSUCCESS 1/GAME):Athletics
Grand Theft Auto:You have lifted cars
from everytime, can spend 1 Driving
pool point to steal and start any
standard civilian or police vehicle that
you can drive.
Open Sesame: You can bypass any
normal, commercial door lock or alarm
without a test. Tricky or complex locks
may still require you to make a roll.
Swiss Army Prep: Through jiggery-
pokery you may spend from your
Mechanics pool for Preparedness checks
as long as you a jaunty tale of how you
repurpose this gadget. If in the presence
of the other agents you may spend 2
Mechanics for a single point in their
Preparedness roll.

DEscription:
You stole a time machine and you have been running
ever since.You are considered to be a renegade by
your people [the Time Lords] due to your habit of
interfering with time. Though you find yourself
constantly in conflict you are a pacifist to a fault,
preferring to talk it out or run when things get too
hot.
You’ve driven your way across time and space this is
why you are theWheel Artist:You drive it.
You strive for Altruism, protecting the innocent
from impending threats.

the doctor
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Accounting
Archaeology
Architecture
Criminology
Diagnosis
History
HumanTerrain
Languages
Language 1
Language 2
Language 3
Law
Military Science
Occult Studies
Research
Weird Science

Bullshit Detector
Bureaucracy
CopTalk
Flattery
Flirting
High Society
Interrogation
Intimidation
Negotiation
Reassurance
Streetwise
Tradecraft

1
1
1

1

1
1

Astronomy
Chemistry
Cryptography
Data Retrieval
Electronic Suveillance
Forensic Pathology
Forgery
Specialisation 1
Specialisation 2
Notice
Outdoor Survival
Pharmacy
Photography
Traffic Analysis
Urban Survival
Locale 1
Locale 2

2
1

1
2

1

1

1

1

1

3

1
1
1

Athletics
Conceal
Cover
Digital Intrusion
Disguise
Driving
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Explosive Devices
Filch
Gambling
Hand-to-Hand
Infiltration
Mechanics
Medic
Network
Piloting
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Preparedness
SenseTrouble
Shooting
Shrink
Surveillance
Weapons

4
8
2

4
4

2
3
5
4
8
2

2
4

8
4

7

Covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons/Armour/Gear mod
•SIG-Sauer Pistol 0
•
•
•
•
•

Hit Threshold [ 3 ]

Special
MOS (AUTOSUCCESS 1/GAME): Digital
Intrusion
Bartitsu:You are versed in the victorian
gentleman's martial art of bartitsu. If you
provide an evocative description of the
move it refreshes 3 points from your
Hand-to-Hand pool.
Combat Intuition: Due to your ability
to notice small details you are able to
use your Sense Trouble rank to
determine where you fit within the
initiative order.
Connected Cover: In addition to
providing credentials for access;
connected cover also gives you an NPC
that you have known previously in that
cover.Within reason describe how they
previously felt about your character.

SHERLOCK HOLMESthe doctor
DEscription:
You have a keen interest in unusual or bizarre crimes
and are easily bored otherwise. This is why you
created your own occupation of consulting detective;
consulting for private clients as well as ScotlandYard
and the Crown.
You have a talent for observation and catching trivial
details to make deductions, your role on the team is
Analyst:You put it all together.
You are a Thrill Seeker, you will resort to any
means to remain stimulated.
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Accounting
Archaeology
Architecture
Criminology
Diagnosis
History
HumanTerrain
Languages
Language 1
Language 2
Language 3
Law
Military Science
Occult Studies
Research
Weird Science

Bullshit Detector
Bureaucracy
CopTalk
Flattery
Flirting
High Society
Interrogation
Intimidation
Negotiation
Reassurance
Streetwise
Tradecraft

1

1
1
1

2
1
1
1

Astronomy
Chemistry
Cryptography
Data Retrieval
Electronic Suveillance
Forensic Pathology
Forgery
Specialisation 1
Specialisation 2
Notice
Outdoor Survival
Pharmacy
Photography
Traffic Analysis
Urban Survival
Locale 1
Locale 2

2
1

1
1
2

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

Athletics
Conceal
Cover
Disguise
Digital Intrusion
Driving
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Explosive Devices
Filch
Gambling
Hand-to-Hand
Infiltration
Mechanics
Medic
Network
Piloting
Vehicle 1
Vehicle 2
Preparedness
SenseTrouble
Shooting
Shrink
Surveillance
Weapons

4
5
8

4
4

8
2
5

4

5

4
6
2
4
7
2

Covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Network Contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons/Armour/Gear mod
• Dual Heckler & Koch USP Match 0
•
•
•
•
•

Hit Threshold [ 4 ]

Special
MOS (AUTOSUCCESS 1/GAME): Shooting
Parkour: Once per foot chase, gain 3
point Athletics refresh with an evocative
description.
Two-Fisted Firearms:You are known
for your dual pistols and may use them
in combat for extra attacks. You only
need to spend 3 Shooting pool points
plus 2 Athletics in order to attack with
both pistols. Then make your Shooting
roll (shooting multiple targets results in
the second targets Hit Threshold
increasing by 2).

DEscription:
You put your life in enormous peril to unearth new
secrets, mystery or artefact. These are often linked
to godlike powers, like Pandora’s Box which MI6
previously approached you to retrieve.
You are an adventuring archeologist, your role in the
team is the Mule:You get it across the border.
Your ambition is In the Blood, you’re determined
to live up to your family’s reputation.

LARA CROFT
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